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Abstract

A numerical approach is proposed and demonstrated for efficient modelling of the thermal plasma behaviour present during a lightning strike event. The approach focuses on events with time-scales from microseconds to milliseconds and combines the finite element method, Magnetohydrodynamics and Similitude theory. Similitude theory is used to scale the problem to require considerably less computing resource. To further reduce the computational burden and to resolve the numerical difficulty of simulating the nearly zero electrical conductivity of air at room temperature an approach based on cold field electron emissions is introduced. Simulations considering turbulent flow have been considered, modelling a test configuration from literature designed to inspect composite material performance and applying an aerospace standard test profile (waveform-B). Predicted peak temperatures (of the order of ~40,000 K) and pressures (of the order of 0.1-0.2 MPa) suggest that the pressure loading during a waveform-B event will have a minimal effect on composite material damage.

Introduction

Modelling thermal plasma due to a lightning strike will allow the estimation of electric current density, plasma pressure, and heat flux at the surface of the aircraft. Such understanding of the behaviour at the aircraft surface would enable better estimation of the mechanical and thermal induced loading on the structure and the prediction of structural damage. Such understanding of the loading and damage mechanics could ultimately lead to the design of better lightning protection systems [1].

A lightning strike on a structure generates thermal plasma with a time-scale of microseconds to milliseconds. Simulating a thermal plasma with a time-scale of seconds, for example laser welding or plasma-cutting processes, has previously been achieved using Magnetohydrodynamics modelling [2]. However, the considerable reduced time-scale and greater energy involved in a lightning event requires a considerably larger number of discretised elements and iteration steps to converge to a solution and this makes such analysis incredibly challenging.

A lightning channel is a thermal plasma (temperature > 10,000 c°) that consists of electrons, atoms and molecules at a ground or excited state, positive ions, negative ions and photons. Accurate simulation of a thermal plasma requires calculating the plasma composition and estimation of thermodynamic and transport properties [3]. COMSOL Multiphysics [4] has a module that models thermal plasma, which can represent atomic and molecular theory, and
gaseous electronics. Simulating the lightning channel thermal plasma is a requirement to predict the electric current density profile, pressure wave profile, heat flux profile applied on the aircraft structure.

In order to demonstrate an aircraft can withstand a range of lightning strike events during service a mature set of test standards and regulations are in place. Central to these standards and regulations is the definition of four test Waveforms (Waveform-A to -D) for evaluating direct effects (i.e. damage to the structure) Fig. 1 [5]. Waveform A represents the first return stroke, current Waveform-B and -C represent the lightning environment that might be caused by the intermediate and long duration currents following some return strokes or re-strikes, and current Waveform-D represents a subsequent stroke. It can be seen from Fig. 1, which is not to scale, that Waveform-B and -C show much lower peak amplitudes than Waveform-A and -D, but represent very high charge transfer. Waveform-B and -C can be thought as currents that act as a bridge between the initial stroke Waveform-A and a subsequent stroke, Waveform-D.

To date a number of researchers have created numerical simulations of lightning strike Waveform-C, which is of a time scale in the range of seconds [6]. However expanding these models to simulate Waveform-B or D is not trivial due to the hardware resources required. Preceding work has suggested 70 days on a HPC Windows cluster [7] to complete a full-scale model. Thus, novel approaches are required to idealise and simulate testing with the shortest duration Waveforms.

![Diagram of lightning current waveforms](image)

**Figure 1**: Typical simulated lightning current waveforms [5].

Thermal plasma generated during laser cutting, electric (laser) welding and other plasma processing techniques has been the focus of research for a number of decades. For engineering applications the plasma is typically modelled using Magnetohydrodynamics
(MHD), a technique that predicts gross plasma behaviour rather than the behaviour of the individual plasma components (i.e. electrons, atoms, etc.). MHD [8-18] studies the motion of an electrically conducting fluid in the presence of an applied magnetic field. Once the fluid starts conducting electricity, a magnetic field is induced and this applies electromagnetic forces on the flow. The magnetic force (Lorentz force) modifies the fluid flow velocity and pressure profiles. Thus the governing equations of MHD describe the motion of a conducting fluid in a magnetic field and are a combination of the Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetism, the Navier–Stokes equations of fluid and the thermal conductivity heat transfer equations. These partial differential equations can be solved numerically using the finite element method or the finite volume method. For both methods commercial software which will be familiar to the engineering community is available (e.g. COMSOL, Fluent).

Herein the lightning strike electric arc model is based on the preceding Gas Tungsten Arc (GTA) models available in the literature [19–29]. In general the preceding plasma modelling has assumed the thermal plasma to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium. These models thus assume that the plasma electrons and the heavy species have equal temperature. Different numerical techniques have been developed to couple the Navier Stokes, Heat transfer and Electromagnetic equations assuming the thermal plasma is a single laminar gas flow.

Considering the previous research a number of these works have simulated the arc-plasma region with imposed temperature values at the cathode and anode boundaries [19–21]. Others have attempted to model the temperature generating physics between the anode and cathode. These models take into account the discontinuity phenomena between the anode and the arc-plasma interface. The Lago and Gonzalez et al. models [22, 23] did not include the cathode region in their simulations, but developed a model to simulate the effect of metal vapour in the plasma column combined to a moving welding torch. The plasma models of Tanaka and Lowke summarized in [25, 26] are the most complete, based on the Sansonnens et al. model [27], they also include the cathode and anode regions with weld pool formation, and the boundary conditions are directly applied at the external borders with no assumption on the cathode surface temperature.

Traidia [30] perform coupled simulation between the welding arc and the weld pool dynamics for a pulsed gas tungsten arc welding process. Tanka proposed using thermal field emission and a temperature boundary condition (3,500 K) at the cathode to simulate the air electric conductivity at room temperature. In this case the simulation only considered the plasma welding in a steady state condition. In such a case the boundary condition would heat up the adjacent air, increasing the air electric conductivity. Traidia developed the Tanaka model to simulate a transient plasma welding process, however in this case the same technique was not applied to resolve the problem of zero electric conductivity at room temperature. Traidia removed the 3,500 K boundary condition at the cathode, replacing it with a 1 mm high electric conducting layer towards the plasma region. In this case the introduced layer had equivalent electric conductivity properties to that of the cathode material. However, the electron transport equations were excluded from the simulation and it is not clear from the paper if this was due to a longer simulation time, once electron drift-diffusion equations were included in the model or there were no thermal field emissions at room temperature.
Methodology

Clearly, there is a computational challenge associated with air electric conductivity at room temperature. In order to progress this topic a broader review of the literature has been undertaken and this has identified a number of significant works. Kamsali et al. \([31]\) conducted air electric conductivity measurements in atmosphere at room temperature and reported it to be approximately $1 \times 10^{-14} \text{S/m}$. Additionally, electron cold field emissions based on Fowler and Nordheim’s work \([32]\) has the potential to model the critical behaviour, which is discussed also in Forbes et al. \([33]\). Equation 1 presents the relationship between electron emission and electric field properties

$$J_{FN} = A_{fn} \norm{E}^2 \exp\left(-B_{fn} \frac{\phi_c^{1.5}}{\norm{E}}\right)$$

(1)

Where $\phi_c$ is cathode material work function, $A_{fn} \ (1.541434e-6 \text{A eV}^{-2}/\phi_c)$ is the first Fowler-Nordheim constant, $B_{fn} \ (6.83089 \text{eV}^{-1.5} \text{V nm}^{-1})$ is the second Fowler-Nordheim constant, and $\norm{E}$ is the electric field at the emitter surface. Thus modelling cold electron field emissions is proposed herein as the solution to the computational challenge associated with the low electric conductivity of air at room temperature. The motivation behind assuming cold field emissions is during preliminary simulations the electric field reached a value higher than $1 \times 10^7 \text{V/m}$ in the vicinity of the cathode. However, the electron flux was not high enough to increase the electric conductivity. The other factor is the high electric field, which accelerates the ionization process of the air using the emitted electrons. This process would increase the electric conductivity considerably, opening a channel for the lightning strike electric current to reach the anode surface.

However, to fully couple the electron transport equations with the Magnetohydrodynamics model resulted in a dramatic slowing of simulation progress - with simulation times of the order of 3 days to progress a very basic, highly idealised model a few microseconds. Therefore, an approach to represent the electron transport equations using a 1-D model was created, which would run for an initial period (of the order of 4e-5 seconds) to represent the initial electron emissions, ionization, and attachment of the connecting channel between the cathode and anode. The rationale for only simulating the electron transport for a short time period using the 1-D model is that once the electric conductivity increases, the electric field value drops considerably, which eliminates the electron field emissions and the main source of the electron ionization process becomes the air electric resistivity.

Having addressed the major challenge associated with the initiation of the lightning arc the challenge then for a usable simulation is the stability criteria of the heat transfer analysis. This requires the satisfaction of Equation 2,

$$\Delta t > \frac{\rho c_p}{6k} \Delta l^2$$

(2)

Where $\Delta t$ is the transient heat transfer time increment, $\rho$ is the material density, $c_p$ is the material specific heat, $k$ is the material thermal conductivity, and $\Delta l$ is a typical finite element mesh dimension. The smaller the time-step required for convergence, the smaller the finite element mesh characteristic length. Thus simulating the thermal plasma due to Waveforms-
A, -D, which are of a microseconds scale or waveform B, which is of a milliseconds scale requires an impractical number of model elements. Again, considering preliminary simulations a Waveform-B analysis suggested time-steps of the order of 1E-10 seconds and HPC run times of greater than 50 days.

This paper proposes a solution to the above problem by applying the similitude theory [34] to create virtual prototype models of equivalent physics. Such virtual prototype models will have a significant reduced computational cost but have the potential to represent the critical behaviour present in a strike event. This paper will thus be the first in simulating the lighting strike of Waveform-B (milliseconds time scale) and with the realistic potential to simulate Waveforms-A and -D (Fig. 1).

Similitude is a mathematical science that includes similarity and dimensional analysis. Similarity means that two physical systems are similar if special non-dimensional ratios are equal in both systems [35]. The requirements of similitude are derived from the main partial differential equations, initial conditions and the boundary conditions that describe the system. The first step is to derive the non-dimensional form of the main equations that model the systems. This derivation will produce non-dimensional terms, which are called similarity conditions. The first constraint of the similitude is the equality of these similarity conditions in both the prototype and the full-scale model. The second similarity constraint is the equality of the non-dimensional independent variables, which constitute the non-dimensional initial, and boundary conditions [30]. The input to the thermal plasma simulations is the waveform electric current profile, and the electromagnetic field is the main volume force that drives the flow in the fluid domain, which makes the electromagnetic model the driving force in the simulation. Initially, an absolute model of the electromagnetic system must be derived that relates the independent variables in both the full scale and the prototype models, before deriving the similarity conditions of the MHD system.

**Model formulation**

The following sections outline the assumptions and basic equations, which describe the electric, magnetic, fluid flow, heat transfer and Electron transport behaviour to be modelled. Two major overarching assumptions are made:

- The plasma is at local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), which assumes electron temperature is equivalent to the heavy species temperature.
- The fluid flow is Newtonian and either laminar or turbulent.

**Electric Module (ec) & Magnetic Module (mf)**

The electromagnetic behaviour is modelled using Maxwell’s equations under the variable waveform electric current, Equations 3 to 8,

\[ \nabla \times H = \sigma E + \varepsilon \frac{\partial E}{\partial t} \]  
\[ \nabla \times E = -\mu \frac{\partial H}{\partial t} \]  
\[ B = \mu H, \quad D = \varepsilon E \]  

\[ \text{Equations 3 to 8} \]
\[
E = -\nabla V - \frac{\partial A}{\partial t}
\] (6)
\[
J = \sigma(E + u \times B) + \frac{\partial D}{\partial t}
\] (7)
\[
\sigma \frac{\partial A}{\partial t} + \nabla \times \left( \frac{1}{\mu} \nabla \times A \right) + \sigma \nabla V = 0
\] (8)

Where, \(H\) is the vector magnetic field intensity, \(D\) is the electric displacement vector, \(\sigma\) is the electrical conductivity of the corresponding domain (cathode, plasma, anode), \(J\) is the current density, \(\varepsilon\) is the dielectric constant (permittivity), \(\mu\) is the domain permeability, \(E\) is the electrical field intensity, \(V\) is the electrical potential, \(B\) is the magnetic flux density, and \(A\) is the magnetic potential.

**Fluid Flow Equations (spf)**

The fluid flow is modelled applying the turbulent flow equations, Equations 9 to 12,

\[
\frac{\partial P}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho u) = 0
\] (9)
\[
\rho \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} + u \cdot \nabla u \right) = \nabla \cdot \left[ -pI + (\mu + \mu_T)(\nabla u + (\nabla u)^T) - \frac{2}{3} \mu (\nabla \cdot u) I \right] + J \times B
\] (10)
\[
\frac{\partial (\rho k)}{\partial t} + \rho (u \cdot \nabla) k = \nabla \cdot \left[ \left( \mu_T + \frac{\mu_s}{\sigma_s} \right) \nabla k \right] - \rho \varepsilon + \mu_T P_k
\] (11)
\[
\frac{\partial (\rho \varepsilon)}{\partial t} + \rho (u \cdot \nabla) \varepsilon = \nabla \cdot \left[ \left( \mu_T + \frac{\mu_s}{\sigma_s} \right) \nabla k \right] - \rho C_{\varepsilon} \frac{\varepsilon^2}{k} + \mu_T C_1 \frac{\varepsilon}{k} P_k
\]
\[
\mu_T = \rho C_{\mu} \frac{k^2}{\varepsilon}
\]
\[
P_k = \mu_T \left[ \nabla u \cdot (\nabla u + (\nabla u)^T) \right]
\] (12)

Where, the \(k-\varepsilon\) turbulent model is used. The turbulent model adds two additional transport equations and two dependent variables to the Navier-Stokes equations. The turbulent kinetic energy, \(k\), and the turbulent dissipation rate, \(\varepsilon\). \(u\) is the velocity vector field, \(t\) is time, \(\rho\) is density, \(\mu\) is viscosity, \(p\) is the pressure field, \(J\) is electric current density, \(B\) is the magnetic flux density, \(\mu_T\) is the turbulent viscosity, \(P_k\) is the production term, and \((C_1, C_2, C_\mu)\) are turbulence model parameters. It is worth noting at this point that the choice of the turbulence model parameters is very important for simulation convergence and the accuracy of any flow predictions.

**Heat Transfer Module (ht)**

The energy conservation equation is used to model heat transfer in the fluid and solid domains, Equations 13,
The last three terms in the above equations are; the joule heating, the electronic enthalpic flux, and the plasma radiation loss respectively. Where T is the temperature, k is the thermal conductivity, \( K_B \) is the Boltzmann constant, e is the electron charge, and \( \varepsilon_N \) is the net emission coefficient of plasma [30]. Traidia [30] recommended modelling a sheath thin layer of thickness \( 1 \times 10^{-4} \) m next to the anode surface to simulate the NLTE (no thermodynamic thermal equilibrium) condition for the heavy species temperature in this layer as it differs from the electron temperature. This transition sheath zone is modelled as an ohmic conductor, which ensures the transition between plasma and the cathode. Within this layer, the electric conductivity corresponds to the cathode, while the other material properties correspond to the plasma. In addition, the ohmic sheath zone permeability is very low (~1e-15). The heat flux at the boundary between the anode and the plasma has to satisfy the Equation 14 [30],

\[
\bar{q}_{\text{anode}} \cdot \bar{n} - \bar{q} \cdot \bar{n} = |\bar{J} \cdot \bar{n}| \phi_a - e k_B T^4
\]

(14)

Where, \( n \) is the normal vector to the top surface, \( \phi_a \) is the work function of the anode, e is the anode emissivity and \( k_B \) the Boltzmann’s constant. The first term \( |\bar{J} \cdot \bar{n}| \phi_a \) represents the heating by electron condensation (energy received by the anode from the incoming electrons). The second term \( e k_B T^4 \) represents the radiation cooling losses. The heat flux at the boundary between the cathode and the plasma has to satisfy the Equation 15 [26],

\[
\bar{q}_{\text{cathode}} \cdot \bar{n} - \bar{q} \cdot \bar{n} = j_i V_i - j_e \phi_e - e k_B T^4
\]

(15)

Where, \( j_i \) and \( j_e \) are respectively the ion current and the electron current, \( \phi_e \) is the cathode work function, and \( V_i \) is the air ionization potential. The first term \( j_i V_i \) represents the heating energy received by the cathode from the impacted ions. The second term \( j_e \phi_e \) represents the energy consumed at the cathode to emit electrons. The electron and ion currents are calculated from Equation 16 [30],

\[
j_e = A_r T^2 \exp\left(\frac{-e \phi_e}{\sigma_B T}\right)
\]

\[
j_i = \begin{cases} j_r & \text{if } (|\bar{J} \cdot \bar{n}| - j_r) > 0 \\ |\bar{J} \cdot \bar{n}| & \text{if } (|\bar{J} \cdot \bar{n}| - j_r) \leq 0 \end{cases}
\]

(16)

\[
j_i = |\bar{J} \cdot \bar{n}| - j_e
\]

Where, \( A_r \) is the Richardson’s constant, \( \phi_e \) the effective work function for thermionic emission and the elementary charge.
Electron Transport Equations

The main objective of modelling the electron transport is to calculate the initial extra electric conductivity due to the electron cold-field emission and ionization. Electron transport is modelled applying the time-dependent PDE Equation 17,

\[
\frac{\partial n_e}{\partial t} + \nabla (-D_e \nabla n_e) + W_e \nabla n_e = R_i \\
\Gamma_e = -D_e \nabla n_e + W_en_e \\
W_e = \left( \mu_{er} / N_n \right) E \\
R_i = (n_e \alpha_{er} W_e) - (n_e \eta_{er} W_e)
\]

(17)

Where, \( n_e \) is the electron density \([1/m^3]\), \( D_e \) is the electron diffusion coefficient, \( W_e \) is the electrons average velocity, \( N_n \) is the gas density \([1/m^3]\), \( \mu_{er} \) is the electrons reduced mobility \([1/(mVs)]\), \( \alpha_{er} \) is the electrons reduced ionization coefficient \([m^2]\), \( \eta_{er} \) is the electrons reduced attached coefficient \([m^2]\), \( \Gamma_e \) is the electrons flux \([1/(m^2s)]\), and \( R_i \) is the electrons source term \([1/(m^3s)]\). The electron transport coefficients are defined in [30]. The electron flux is defined at the cathode using Equation 18,

\[
-n \cdot \Gamma_e = \left( \frac{J_{FN}}{e_{const}} \right) [1/m^2s]
\]

(18)

Where, \( J_{FN} \) is the electron cold field emission flux and \( e_{const} \) is electron elementary charge. The plasma extra electric conductivity due to electron cold-field emissions and ionization, is defined in Equation 18 as,

\[
\sigma_e = n_e e_{const} \mu_{er} / N_n \ [S/m]
\]

(19)

Similitude Modelling Equations

George [34] discussed two types of electromagnetic models; a geometrical model and an absolute model. The geometrical model simulates the geometrical configuration, while ignoring the power level of the full-scale system. The absolute model simulates both the geometrical configuration and the power level of the full-scale system. However, George [34] in his earlier attempt to derive both models based on Maxwell’s equations, stressed that the derivation is valid if the Maxwell’s equations are linear. Nonlinearity of Maxwell’s equations comes from modelling nonlinear media where \( \varepsilon \) permittivity is a function of \( E \) electric field intensity. The Maxwell’s equations used in modelling thermal plasma are assumed linear and \( \varepsilon \) permittivity equals that of air. For an absolute electromagnetic model, the conditions in Equation 20 are applied,

\[
(x, y, z) = d (x', y', z') \\
t = \gamma t' \\
E(x, y, z) = \alpha E' (x', y', z', t') \\
H(x, y, z) = \beta H' (x', y', z', t')
\]

(20)
where $d$ is the scale factor for space, $\Upsilon$ is the scale factor for time, $\alpha$ is the scale factor for electric field intensity, and $\beta$ is the scale factor for magnetic field intensity. Primed variables refer to the absolute model, while unprimed variables refer to the full-scale model. Once the four scale parameters are estimated, Maxwell’s equations can be used to derive the relationship between other electromagnetic quantities ($I, V, B, \varepsilon, \mu$, etc.) in both systems. Rewriting Equation 13 for the absolute model and substituting in Equations 1 and 2 results in Equation 21,

$$
\frac{d}{\beta} \nabla \times H(x, y, z, t) = \sigma' (x', y', z', t') \frac{E(x, y, z, t)}{\alpha} + \gamma \frac{\varepsilon'(x', y', z', t')}{\alpha} \frac{\partial E(x, y, z, t)}{\partial t}
$$

$$
\frac{d}{\alpha} \nabla \times E(x, y, z, t) = -\frac{\gamma}{\beta} \mu' (x', y', z', t') \frac{\partial H(x, y, z, t)}{\partial t}
$$

The similarity between Equations 13 and 14 is to satisfy the following constraints, Equation 22,

$$
\sigma' = \frac{d\alpha}{\beta} \sigma \\
\varepsilon' = \frac{d\alpha}{\beta \gamma} \varepsilon \\
\mu' = \frac{d\beta}{\alpha \gamma} \mu
$$

The current density vector $J'$ and magnetic flux density of the absolute model, Equation 23,

$$
J' = \sigma' E' = \frac{d\alpha \sigma}{\beta} \frac{E}{\alpha} = \frac{d}{\beta} J
$$

$$
B' = \mu' H' = \frac{d\beta}{\alpha \gamma} \frac{B}{\beta} \frac{1}{\mu} \frac{B}{\beta} = \frac{d}{\alpha \gamma} B
$$

The total current in $I'$ and voltage $V'$ of the absolute model, Equation 24,

$$
I' = \int_{a'} J' \cdot n' \, da' = \int_{a} \frac{d}{\beta} J \cdot n \, \frac{da}{d^2} = \frac{1}{d} \int_{P1} P2
$$

$$
V' = \int_{P1} E' \cdot dl' = \int_{P1} \alpha \, \frac{dl}{d} = \frac{V}{\alpha d}
$$

where $n, n'$ are perpendicular vectors on areas $a, a'$ respectively, $dl$ is a vector element of length along a curve between two points $P1, P2$.

To this point an absolute model of the electromagnetic system is derived as a function of four scale parameters. These parameters are $d$ for space, $\Upsilon$ for time, $\alpha$ for electric field and $\beta$ for magnetic field. The electromagnetic system was chosen as the main scale point for the rest of the MHD equations due to the fact that the electric current and magnetic field are the input and driving force of the lightning strike simulation. Next, the similitude theory can be applied on the MHD equations to derive the similarity constraints that are required to develop a
virtual prototype model with simpler characteristics and computationally less burdensome to simulate.

Based on the work of Kalikhman [35] and Victor [36], non-dimensional MHD was derived, Equation 25,

$$\tilde{\rho} \frac{\partial \tilde{u}}{\partial t} = \tilde{u} \cdot \mathbf{u}_0 L + \tilde{\rho} \left( \frac{\partial \tilde{u}}{\partial x} + \tilde{v} \frac{\partial \tilde{u}}{\partial y} \right) = -\frac{\tilde{\rho}}{\tilde{u}_0} \cdot \rho_0 \mathbf{u}_0 + \ldots$$

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ \eta \left( \frac{4 \tilde{\eta}}{3 \tilde{\eta}_0} - \frac{2 \tilde{\eta}}{3 \tilde{\eta}_0} \right) \right] \frac{\eta_0}{u_0 L \rho_0} + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ \eta \left( \tilde{\eta} \frac{\partial \tilde{u}}{\partial x} \tilde{\eta} \right) \right] \frac{\eta_0}{u_0 L \rho_0} + \ldots$$

$$\left( \tilde{J}_z \tilde{B}_z - \tilde{J}_r \tilde{B}_r \right) \frac{J_0 B_0 L}{\rho_0 u_0^2}$$

$$\tilde{\rho} \tilde{c}_p \frac{\partial \tilde{T}}{\partial t} = \frac{k_0 t_0}{\rho_0 c_p \rho L} \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \frac{k_0}{\rho L} \frac{\partial \tilde{T}}{\partial x} \right) + \frac{q_{vo} t_0}{\rho_0 c_p \rho L_0} \tilde{q} + \ldots$$

$$\frac{J_0 k_B T_0}{e \rho_0 c_p \rho L_0} \left( \frac{5 k_B}{2 e} \tilde{J} \cdot \nabla \tilde{T} + \tilde{\rho} \tilde{c}_p \tilde{u} \cdot \nabla \tilde{T} \right)$$

Where $q_g$ is the rate of the heat generated per unit volume, variables with zero subscript are reference parameters. Based on the non-dimensional analysis of the MHD the similitude constraints may then be derived. Each of the similitude constraints are then used with the Equations 15 to 17 to derive the relationships for the fluid flow and heat variables in the prototype and the full scale equations, Equation 27,

$$\frac{L}{\gamma u} \Rightarrow u_m = \frac{\nu}{d} u_F, \quad \frac{\sigma B^2 L}{\rho u} \Rightarrow \rho_m = \frac{d^3}{\beta \alpha \gamma^2} \rho_F, \quad \frac{u L \rho}{\eta} \Rightarrow \eta = \frac{d}{\beta \alpha \gamma^2} \eta$$

$$\frac{J T}{\rho u c_p T} \Rightarrow c_{mu} = \frac{\alpha \gamma^2}{d} c_{pF}, \quad \frac{u \eta}{L \rho c_p T} \Rightarrow T_m = \frac{1}{d \alpha} T_F$$

$$\frac{\eta c_p}{k} \Rightarrow k_m = \frac{1}{\beta} k_F, \quad \frac{\varepsilon_N \gamma}{\rho c_p T} \Rightarrow \varepsilon_{N_m} = \frac{d}{\beta \alpha} \varepsilon_{NF}$$

where $m$ refers to the virtual prototype model, $F$ refers to the full-scale model, and the characteristic values for $u$, $\rho$, $\mu$, $\sigma$, $\eta$, $C_p$, $K$, $T_F$, $\varepsilon_N$ are chosen at randomly selected coordinates $(x_0, y_0, z_0)$. Thus, a prototype model can be developed in two steps; initially, calculation of the electromagnetic absolute model material properties ($\varepsilon$, $\mu$, $\sigma$) based on the scaled input electric current $I$ and the four scaling parameters ($\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$, $d$), may then be used as similitude constraints to calculate the fluid flow and the heat flow modules’ scaled material properties (i.e. $\rho$, $\eta$, $C_p$, $k$). The objective of scaling is to slow down the applied Waveform lighting strike electric current, thus allowing the numerical simulations to use larger time increments without violating the heat transfer constraint, Equation 2.

**Waveform-B Simulation**

COMSOL Multiphysics is used to model the MHD Equations 3 to 16 to simulate the thermal plasma due to lightning strike Waveform-B as defined in the SAE ARP 5412 [5]. The lightning strike experimental configuration simulated is similar to the one used by Hirano et al. [37],
Ogasawara et al. [38], and Feraboli & Miller [39] to inspect composite material performance. The calculation domain and boundary conditions are shown in Figure 2 and Table 3. The model consists of three basic domains, cathode, anode and fluid (air plasma). The anode in this simulation is the aircraft structure. Air plasma’s transport properties are taken from references [31, 40]. Capitelli et al. [40] calculated air transport properties in the temperature range 50-100,000 K applying the perturbative Chapman-Enskog method, while assuming the air plasma is in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). However as noted in the methodology the air initial electric conductivity is calculated using a 1-D model that couples the electric field and electron transport partial differential equations. The 1-D model is discussed in the next section. Material properties for the anode and the cathode domains are defined as a function of temperature (COMSOL Material Library). Zero initial conditions are assumed for all domains. Table 2 defines the material properties for all domains.

Using scaling factors, the relationship between the input scaled and original electric current Waveform-B is given in Equation 28,

\[
I'(t) = \frac{11300}{d \beta} \left( e^{7000} - e^{-20000} \right) = 113 \left( e^{-7000} - e^{-20000} \right)
\]

(28)

The model was then used to calculate the electromagnetic, fluid flow, and heat transfer scaled material properties based on the absolute model and similitude constraint Equations 22, 23, and 27. Based on a number of trial simulation conditions a set of similitude parameters where converged upon \((\gamma=1e^{-4}, \alpha=1e8, \beta=1e8, d=2)\). A mesh convergence study defined a mesh of 71,353 elements, Figure 2.

Table 2. Material properties vs. temperature of full-scale model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temp., K</th>
<th>(\sigma), S/m</th>
<th>(C_r), J/Kg/K</th>
<th>(K), W/m/K</th>
<th>(\rho), Kg/m(^3)</th>
<th>(\eta), Kg/m/s</th>
<th>(\varepsilon_n), W/m(^3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>1e-14</td>
<td>1.0473e3</td>
<td>4.137e-2</td>
<td>0.70208</td>
<td>2.705e-5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.2273e2</td>
<td>2.7245e3</td>
<td>7.105e-1</td>
<td>5.838e-2</td>
<td>1.496e-4</td>
<td>1e5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7000</td>
<td>0.3277e3</td>
<td>1.4026e4</td>
<td>4.0697</td>
<td>2.723e-2</td>
<td>1.951e-4</td>
<td>1e6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>3264</td>
<td>4.8672e3</td>
<td>1.7086</td>
<td>1.72e-2</td>
<td>2.453e-4</td>
<td>1e7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15000</td>
<td>8418</td>
<td>2.1652e4</td>
<td>5.3685</td>
<td>7.748e-3</td>
<td>1.188e-4</td>
<td>1e9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>11680</td>
<td>6.1585e3</td>
<td>3.3881</td>
<td>4.548e-3</td>
<td>4.292e-5</td>
<td>3e9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24000</td>
<td>13379</td>
<td>1.099e4</td>
<td>4.2831</td>
<td>3.619e-3</td>
<td>4.292e-5</td>
<td>5e9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Simulation axisymmetric mesh.
Table 3: Axisymmetric model boundary conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ab</th>
<th>bc</th>
<th>cd</th>
<th>de</th>
<th>ef</th>
<th>dg</th>
<th>fg</th>
<th>gh</th>
<th>hb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electrical</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>current</td>
<td>-n . J = J_n</td>
<td>n . J = 0</td>
<td>n . J = 0</td>
<td>V = 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Axial symmetry</td>
<td>Axial symmetry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Magnetic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>field</td>
<td>n x A = 0</td>
<td>n x A = 0</td>
<td>n x A = 0</td>
<td>n x A = 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Axial symmetry</td>
<td>Axial symmetry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heat</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transfer</td>
<td>-n . q = 0</td>
<td>-n . q = 0</td>
<td>-n . q = 0</td>
<td>-n . q = 0</td>
<td>abs(ec.Jr<em>nr+ec.Jz</em>  nz)*φ_a</td>
<td>-0.4<em>σ_B</em>T^4</td>
<td>Axial symmetry</td>
<td>Axial symmetry</td>
<td>-0.4<em>σ_B</em>T^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Turbulant</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flow</td>
<td>Inlet, pressure with no</td>
<td>Outlet outflow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wall - Slip</td>
<td>Axial symmetry</td>
<td>Axial symmetry</td>
<td>Wall - Slip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>viscous stress (p_{ent} = 0)</td>
<td>(p_{ext} = 0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[I_T=0.05, L_T=0.07*(2radc),</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U_{ref} = 1*f_u ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n = surface normal vector; J = electric current density; V = voltage; A = Magnetic vector potential; q = heat flow; σ_B = Stefan-Boltzmann
φ_a = anode work function; φ_c = cathode work function; V_i = air ionization potential; j_i = ion current; j_e = electron current;
I_T = Turbulence intensity; L_T = Turbulent length scale; U_{ref} = Reference velocity scale.
Initial electric conductivity model

A 1-D model (also constructed in COMSOL Multiphysics) was developed to couple the electron transport partial differential equations and the electric current partial differential equations, to calculate the initial electric conductivity. This model is to avoid the temperature boundary condition at the cathode (3,500 K) that is assumed by many researchers [19-21] to resolve the issue of zero electric conductivity at room temperature. The model is represented in Figure 3 and its boundary conditions are listed in Table 1. Line 1-2 of the model represents the cathode region, while line 2-3 represents the air plasma region. The cross-sectional area of the 1-D model at node-1 equals the cathode inlet area and the cross-sectional area at node-2 equals the cathode surface area of the h-k-m region. The lightning strike electric current is applied at node-1 with Equation 29 [5],

\[ I(t) = 11300 \left( e^{-700t} - e^{-2000t} \right) \]  

(29)

The electron cold-field emissions flux is applied at node-2. A fully coupled time-dependent analysis is simulated for a total of 4E-5 seconds. The air plasma electric conductivity is initially that of air at a temperature of 300 K (1e-14 S/m) (Kamsali et al. [31]). Then, the electric conductivity is calculated using equation (19) and averaged along line 2-3. The electric field reaches a value of 45,000 Townsend at 5E-7 seconds at the cathode surface, which triggers two actions simultaneously, electron cold-field emissions and ionization.

The electric field at the cathode surface was validated by running short-time simulations (1E-5 seconds) on the 2-D axisymmetric model that was discussed in the previous section. The average electric conductivity reaches a value of 8,232 S/m \((N_e = 5.6E22 \text{ m}^{-3})\) between \(t = 7E-7\) and 3E-5 seconds (shown in Figure 4). Once the electric conductivity increases the electric field value drops, which stops electron-cold field emissions and the electron attachment process dominates. Thus, the average electric conductivity settles at a value of 0.6 S/m at 3.92E-5 seconds. It was found that extending the simulation time further does not significantly change the average electric conductivity. This extra electric conductivity opens a highly conducting path, and is applied in the 2-D MHD model near the cathode region as

\[ \sigma = \sigma_{\text{ext}} \exp\left( -\frac{E_m}{E_h} \left( \frac{t}{r_{\text{cath}}} \right) \right) \cdot \exp( ( / ).(r/ )) \]

Where, \(E_m\) and \(E_h\) are the electric field at m and h respectively on Figure 3. Thus, the extra electric conductivity is only near the cathode region. \(r_{\text{cath}}\) is the cathode radius at line a-b.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: 1-D model boundary conditions.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electrical current</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= (A_{\text{sur}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electron Transport</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1-2 material properties is Tungsten [solid, Ho et al].
2-3 material properties is air plasma.
Air electric conductivity = 1e-14 S/m
Figure 3: Axisymmetric and the 1-D Geometrical domain [mm].

Figure 4: 1-D model average electric conductivity of plasma domain (2-3).
Results
Initially a laminar flow solution was examined but over a large range of mesh and boundary condition trials the simulations consistently suffered from convergence problems. Reasonable solutions were achievable up to approximately 90 milliseconds after which the plasma flow velocity vector near the cathode region was predicted to travel in a negative r-direction. This plasma flow direction confined the convection heat transfer in the region of the cathode, which led to an extremely high plasma temperature (> 80,000 K). The total simulation time of a waveform-B lightning strike event is 5 microseconds and the electric current reaches its maximum around 0.8 microseconds (Figure 1). Reaching such a high temperature after such a short duration is not representative and suggests a modelling deficiency. Further the flow Reynold’s number was considered high (> 2E5) for a laminar flow solution to be accepted [41].

Conversely the turbulent flow simulation trials consistently produced plasma flow velocities which traveled in the positive r-direction. This led to convection heat transfer in the positive r-direction and maximum temperatures of the order of 40,000 K at approximately 0.8 microseconds. Figures 5 to 7 illustrate typical numerical results of temperature, velocity, and pressure at 1.0 millisecond for a turbulent flow simulation. Maximum-scaled values for the plasma pressure, velocity and temperature versus time are also presented in Figure 8. The temperature results demonstrates that despite the air plasma core temperature being in the range of 10,000 K the cathode and anode surface temperature is only in the range of 300 K. This is due to the short time duration of the lightning strike event and is validated by experimental results [37, 38, 39] in which the cathode surface is not evaporated. Moreover, in certain lightning strike test setups a rubber head is installed near the cathode to reduce the lightning strike channel expansion pressure effects and again the rubber head is not typically damaged by heat. This indicates that the main factor in causing damage at the anode surface for this test setup is the electric resistivity and not the heat flux from the air plasma.

A large-scale Windows cluster and a desktop Windows work-station were used to perform the final simulations and the initial simulation trials. The use of the desktop work-station illustrates the utility of the proposed modelling approach. The presented results were achieved in 237 hours using a single node (16 cores, 3 GHz) of the desktop workstation with 64 GB of RAM.

Discussion
A major unknown and question within the aerospace community to this point as been the question of which mechanism causes more damage to the structure, surface electric current or surface pressure? Thus, Figure 9 shows the electric current density and the pressure at the node and the cathode surfaces. The pressure at the anode and the cathode were scaled with respect to the pressure peak value at the cathode surface (0.161 MPa). The anode electric current density reaches its peak value early in the simulation as a channel is formed between the cathode and anode. This behaviour is efficiently captured within the simple 1-D coupled model (Figure 4). Once the plasma reaches the anode surface and due to air electric resistivity, the channel starts to heat up and expand. Expansion of the plasma channel leads to a wider anode surface area that is exposed to electric current and the average electric current density is reduced. Ultimately the Waveform-B electric current reaches its peak around 0.86 milliseconds. During the simulated
Waveform-B lightning strike (up to its peak), the anode surface pressure is only around 0.10 MPa, while the cathode surface pressure is around 0.12 MPa. Two points from this result are; the cathode surface pressure is marginally higher for this particular experimental setup in which the cathode and anode are only a few millimetres apart. For a waveform-B profile the anode surface pressure is far from a significant magnitude which could cause mechanical damage. Both these conclusions are new and illustrate the value of the proposed modelling approach.

Figure 5: Temperature profile waveform-B at time = 1.0 millisecond.
Figure 6: Velocity profile waveform-B at time = 1.0 millisecond.

Figure 7: Absolute pressure profile waveform-B at time = 1.0 millisecond.
Figure 8: Waveform-B scaled maximum pressure, velocity, temperature.

Figure 9: Waveform-B scaled surface electric current density and pressure.
Conclusion & future work

This paper presents an approach to use similitude theory along with MHD equations to create prototype models that can efficiently model the key physical behaviours, which occur during a lightning strike event. A prototype model has been developed based on a comprehensive electromagnetic model and appropriate similarity constraints. The approach has been demonstrated for a Waveform-B lightning strike event and is capable of estimating current flux, temperature, velocity, and pressure profiles efficiently in less than 10 days. A numerical approach is proposed and demonstrated to resolve the numerical difficulty of simulating the nearly zero electrical conductivity of air at room temperature. Simulations considering both laminar and turbulent flow have been considered, modelling a test configuration from literature designed to inspect composite material performance. The assumption of laminar flow during lightning strike led to infeasible results. Turbulent flow equations led to results that are considered feasible. Predicted peak temperatures (of the order of ~40,000 K) and pressures (of the order of 0.1-0.2 MPa) suggest that the pressure loading during a Waveform-B event will have a minimal effect on composite material damage.

Further investigation is require to assess the ability of the proposed approach to model Waveform-A & -D. In addition, it would be prudent to investigate the use of a Finite Volume method, which may outperform the Finite Element based approach particularly in achieving flow and pressure predictions. Pushing the code further to calculate air plasma chemical composition for more accurate transport properties and possible plasma-surface interaction investigation is in progress.
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